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Experimentaldata on energy levelsof the odd-odd deformed nucleus 18°Reobtained
from radioactive-decay and heavy-ion reaction studies are analysed to deduce spin-parity and
configuration assignments for the six observed rotational bands based on the selection rules
for fast beta transitions, criteria for the relative-energy ordering of the triplet and singlet
bandheads, two-particle-plus-rotor model calculations including Coriolis mixing, rotational
energy systematics involving staggering features, and considerations of gyromagnetic ratios,
signature splittings and rotational band alignments.
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1. Introduction

The presently available level scheme [1] of the odd-odd deformed nucleus 75
18oRA~;105
is confusing in that it consists of a number of subsets of disconnected rotational
bands, mostly with tentative, and often conflicting, spin-parity and configuration
assignments. A decade ago, the only information available on this level scheme came
from the electron capture decay [2-5] of the 21-5 min O ÷ ground state of 18°Os; this
decay could populate only low-spin (I < 2) states. The proposed level scheme [1]
suggests assignments for the four lowest levels [Ex < 75 keV] based on the systematics
of single particle orbitals in the neighbouring nuclei. During the eighties, two
independent heavy-ion fusion evaporation (HI, xn) reaction studies, one by the
Brookhaven-Buenos Aires (BB) collaboration [6] and the other by the JiilichBerlin-Copenhagen (JBC) collaboration [7-10], have yielded extensive transition
data which could be grouped into several sets of rotational bands. However, in spite
of persistent efforts, no connection with the earlier known low-spin states could be
established, nor has it been possible to interconnect the various subsets of rotational
bands revealed in the heavy-ion reaction studies. Further, the two recent studies by
Kreiner et al [6] and Venkova et al [10], although identifying three similar band
sequences, suggested totally different structures (band quantum numbers, spin-parities,
configurations) for each of the identified bands. Even after continued efforts, spread
over many years and trying out widely differing combinations of possible quasiparticle
(qp) configurations, the JBC collaboration could advance only tentative assignments,
often based on plausibility considerations. As explicitly pointed out by them [101
their suggested interpretations occassionally contain certain physically unacceptable
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features, e.g. Gallagher-Moszkowski (GM) rule [11] violation and alignment inconsistencies, which cannot be explained within the so-far accepted characteristics of the
residual neutron-proton interaction and the observed alignment features of Nilsson
orbitals in neighbouring odd-A nuclei respectively•
Faced with this situation, we chose to re-examine the experimental data, guided
by two-quasiparticle-plus-rotor model (TQPRM) calculations including Coriolis
mixing, to decide between the conflicting assignments and to arrive at physically
acceptable characterisations consistent with the deduced experimental features. In
§2, we scan the complete 2qp configuration space defined by the observed singleparticle excitations in the (A-I) isotone and isotope for the neutrons and protons
respectively; previously suggested characterisations of the observed bands within the
scheme is also described. The outline of our formulation and the results for the various
2qp bandhead energies using the TQPRM are presented in § 3. In the final section,
we critically examine the available experimental data and deduced properties for each
of the identified bands with K < 10 (thus excluding 4qp structures from our discussion)
to arrive at the 2qp configuration for each band, consistent with its knowrL features.
In common with the earlier investigations, we do not find it possible to interconnect
the three pairs of bands under discussion based on the available experimental results.
2. Intrinsic excitations and observed bands

In the two-particle-rotor formulation for odd-odd deformed nuclei each neutron (in
Ni'lsson orbital ti.) and proton (tip) combination gives rise to a pair of bands with
band quantum numbers K± = I t p + ti, I with relative energy ordering given by the
GM rule. According to this rule for Nilsson model asymptotic quantum numbers
[Nn3AZ], the spins-parallel triplet state K r lies lower in energy than the spinsantiparallel singlet state Ks within each GM doublet. In table 1, we list K~(tp, i).)
•
180
values for the 2qp intrinsic excitations m
75
Relo5 arising from combining all observed
179--lO5"
w
The experimentally determined
t p orbitals in 75179R---elO4and ~ , orbitals in 74
[12] excitation energies E(tii) for each single particle orbital in the (A-I) isotope and
isotone are also listed respectively in the top row and the first column in our table 1.
A zeroth-order estimate of the 2qp excitation energy for a specified (f~p,f~,) configuration may be obtained by simply summing the corresponding lqp energies listed here.
The lowest four levels, placed at 0"0, 20.1, 49.8, and 74.6keV in iS°Re from tS°Os
electron-capture decay (Refs 4 and 5), have been respectively assigned P K values
1- 1, 1 + 1, 2- 1, and 2 + 1, belonging to the 1 - [pono] and 1 ÷ [plno] bands (henceforth
referred to as band 1 and band 2) in the notation (pi, n j) of our table 1. These
assignments are based on the logft values for beta decay in the lS°Os --, iS°Re --. xs°W
chain, multipolarities (El,M1) of gamma transitions to the ground state in IS°Re,
and Nilsson orbital systematics of the region.
Excluding the possible 4qp bands with K >~ 10, the two (HI, xn) reaction studies
[6, 10] have three very similar bands for which dissimilar (conflicting) assignments
have been suggested by the two groups. For the band with lowest AI = 1 transition
energies 208"8, 228"4, 246-0, 261-5..... keV, (hereafter referred to as band 3 which is
band 1 of ref. [10] and band A of ref. [6]) Kreiner et al [6] suggested the character
8+ [plno] whereas Venkova et al [10] suggested its character as 6-[pono]. The two
proposed assignments constitute singlet (Ks) counterparts of the t ÷ [Plno] and
1 - [pon0] bands populated in electron-capture decay. However, no connection with
the lower lying low-spin bands could be established, and consequently the bandhead
340
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Table 1. The low-energy two-quasipa'rticle spectrum of iS°Re. The column
headings denote the proton orbitals (Pi), their Nilsson quantum numbers
f~[NnaAX ], and observed excitation energy (in keV) and the decoupling
parameter a in the case ofa K = 1/2 band in the neighbouring (A-l) isotope.
Similarly, the rows contain the same information for the neutron orbitals
from the (A-l) isotone. The band quantum numbers K are given in the
order of Kr(~ = 1) followed by Ks(E = 0); below each K value is listed its
calculated position by using a zero-range residual n-p interaction [16-18].
A deformation 3=0.24 and the interaction parameters ~t=0-21 and
W = 4.4 MeV were used in the calculation.
P "-*
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n 179W
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energy for band 3 remains undefined. The next common band in both the heavy-ion
reaction studies has the lowest AI = 1 transition energies 134.4, 176.7, 210.0, 237"5 ....
keV (hereafter referred to as band 4 which is band 4 of ref. 10 and band B of ref. 6).
Both investigators connect it to our band 3 with a 78"6-keV E1 transition, thus
establishing opposite parities for these two bands and also defining the bandhead
separation energy. However, Kreiner et al [6] suggest its configuration as strongly
admixed {9- [Pl n2-]; 8- [Pt n4] } involving il 3/2 neutron orbitals, whereas Venkova
et al [10] characterize it as 7 + [p0n2].
The third common band for the two groups has the lowest AI = 1 transition energies
92"2, 149"3, 182.5, 220"7,... keV (hereafter referred to as band 5, same as in ref. 10
and band D of ref. 6). Kreiner et al [6] describe it as the strongly admixed {7 + [Pon2];
6 ÷ [pon4] } band involving i~3/2 neutron orbitals, whereas Venkova et al characterize
it as 3 - [ p o n l ] singlet band. Another band, identified only by Venkova et al [10],
but not seen by Kreiner et al has the lowest AI = 1 transition energies 106.3, 133.2,
159.4, 173.4 .... keV (hereafter referred to as band 6, in common with ref. 10). This
band has the uncommon feature of turning decoupled at higher spins with no A! = 1
observed transitions, and thus splitting into two separate AI = 2 sequences. Further
there are strong interband transitions linking bands 5 and 6, leading Venkova et al
Pramana - J. Phys., Vol. 43, No. 4, October 1994
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to surmise that these two bands possibly constitute a AK = 1 G M doublet (thus one
of the odd particles occupies a f~ = 1/2 orbital). Based on this reasoning, they
characterize band 6 as the 2- [ponl ] triplet band while pointing out that this proposal
violates the GM rule and cannot be explained within the present understanding of
the residual neutron-proton interaction. In addition, both investigators list one more
band each for which K is not a good quantum number: Kreiner et al [6.] list it as a
A! = 2 sequence starting from I" = 5 + whereas Venkova et al [10] list it as a signature
split band starting at I" = 7-. These stand-alone (not connected to any other identified
level in 18°Re) bands in the two cases have differing transition energies, and may not
even belong to this level scheme. Accordingly we restrict our analysis in the following
to a discussion of the six bands with a view to arrive at their credible characterization,
consistent with the known experimental features.
3. Formulation and 2QP bandhead energies

We use a two-quasiparticle-plus-rotor Hamiltonian written as [13-15,],
H

(1)

= Hintr q- n r o t

where
nintr =

Hay + V p

(2)

and
Hro t =

h2/2Y(l

2 --

12) + Hco~+

H p p c -b

Hirro t.

t3)

In writing (1) we have neglected the pairing and vibrational terms. The intrinsic
Hamiltonian Hintr consists of an averaged single-particle potential (the Nilsson model
in our case) and a residual neutron-proton interaction term. Other terms in the Hrot
are defined as
Hco r = --

h2/2J-(l*j - + I-j+),

:+ :- q-JpJn
"- "+ )"
Hppc= h 2/ 2J" (JpJn
n

.o, = h

/23 -

+

(4a)

(4b)
-

(4c)

where the different quantities have their usual meaning. The basis eigenfunctions used
are the symmetrized product of D ~ c and the intrinsic wave functions IK~),

[IMK~)

/

4

21 + 1
16rc2(1 + 6ko)

{DIMKIK~) + ( - 1)'+XD~_KRilK~) }

(5)

where ~ = p, pp represents the odd-neutron and the odd-proton product state. First,
we put all the coupling terms in (4) to be zero. Then by using the rest of the
Hamiltonian, we calculate the unmixed 2qp bandhead energies as [16-18,]
Ex(pins) = E(pi) + E(nj) + Erot(K ) + Eres(K)

(6)

where the first two terms represent the single quasi-proton and single quasi-neutron
energies for the states in question, usually taken from the neighbouring (A - 1) isotone/
isotope respectively. The last two terms represent respectively the zero-point rotational
energy and the residual neutron-proton interaction energy. The residual n - p
interaction energy is obtained from theory by using a zero range spin-dependent
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Figure 1. The calculated two-quasiparticle bandhead energies of ~8°Re before
Coriolis mixing are plotted on the right-hand side in the notation of table 1. On
the left-hand side are shown the one-quasiparticle energies from the neighbouring
odd-A nuclei [12]. Only the lowest three proton configurations and the lowest
five neutron configurations are considered.

interaction and Nilsson wave functions. The resulting expression is [16]

Erc,(g ) = (1 - ~) WAo(K ) +_~WA,,(K) + ( - 1)IB6ro

(7)

where W is the strength parameter of the Wigner part, ~ W is the fractional strength
of the spin-dependent part in the residual interaction, and A 0 and A, are the respective
matrix elements. The last term represents the odd-even shift (or Newby shift)
contribution in the case of K = 0 bands [13, 19, 20]. We use an average value of
c( = 0.21, W = 4.4 MeV, and the calculated excitation energies are listed in table 1 for
all the 2qp configurations included in our calculation. The matrix elements for the
case of the {9/2- [514]p, 7/2- [514],} configuration were attenuated by a factor of
0"5, as is the practice for the cases where all the Nilsson quantum numbers are the
same giving an unusually large value of A o and A,. The resulting 2qp excitation
spectrum along with the input lqp energies are plotted in figure 1.
The coupling terms of (4) were then switched on and all bands were allowed to
mix together. The moment-of-inertia parameters of the bands were taken either from
neighbouring odd-odd nuclei where the band is known, or from the expression
~ ' o - o = ~ - P "{-, ~ " n - - ~ - e - e

(8)

which uses the moments of inertia of the odd neighbours and the even-even core.
4. Analysis and discussion

Now we discuss the configuration assignments for the three pairs of bands in the
light of TQPRM predictions and various properties of respective energy levels
observed or deduced directly from the experimental data.

4.1 Bands populated in beta decay
As mentioned in § 2, electron capt,ure decay of the 180Os 0 ÷ parent state populates
1-(0.0keV) and 2-(49.8 keV) levels in 18°Re assigned as the lowest members of the
Pramana - J. Phys., Vol. 43, No. 4, October 1994
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1-(pond) band, and also the 1+(20.1 keV) and 2+(74.6keV) levels of the l+(plno)
bands. The ~a°Oslo4~ ~°Relo5 decay involves breaking a proton pair in the lS°Os
ground state and placing the transformed neutron in one of the unoccupied neutron
orbitals above the N = 104 Fermi surface. The lowest neutron orbital above the
N = 104 Fermi surface is 7/2- [514]. Thus the beta branches of 18°Os decay, feeding
the ground and the first excited states of iS°Re, correspond to the transformations:
18°Os {0+ } ~ iS°Re{ 1 -,0.0 keV}:
0 + {5/2 + [402] 2 } --. 1- {5/2 + [402]p, 7/2- [514]n }

(9)

and
tS°Os{0 + } ~ XS°Re{I +,20.1 keY}:
0 + {9/2- [514] 2 } ~ 1 + {9/2- [514]p, 7/2- [514]n}.

(10)

A 'strong' selection rule for the allowed unhindered beta decay in the rare earth
region has recently been established by Sood and Sheline [21]; according to this rule,
any beta branch with logft ~<5"2 in the A = 180 region necessarily involves a [514]p~[514]. spin-flip transition. The observed [ 1] logft = 4"5 for the transition in (10) above,
confirming the configuration 1 +(p~no) for the 20"l-keV based band. Further the
observed logft = 4.5 for the IS°Re ground-state decay to the 1006.3-keV 2- level in
~S°w, which can only correspond to the transformation
~8°Re, 1 - {5/2 + [402]p7/2- [514]~} ~ ~s°w, 2- {5/2 + [402]p9/2- [514]p}.
The iS°Osaka°Re decay level scheme also includes six other levels with
Ex = 218-717 keV. However, no information is given about the intensities of individual
beta branches, nor about which of these levels are directly fed. Accordingly it is
presently not possible to propose any assignment for these levels. Based on our above
discussion, we expect the following other transformations to directly populate IS°Re
levels in this decay:
0 + {9/2- [514] 2 } ~ 0- {9/2 [514]p9/2 + [624]~ },
0 + {1/2- [541] 2 } ~ 1 + 0 and 1 + 1{ I/2- [541]p 1/2- [510]~ },
0 + {5/2 + [402] 2 } --, 2- {5/2 + [402]v 1/2- [510]n }.
The ~a°Os decay needs further careful experiments including fl-7 coincidence studies
to elucidate this part of the ~S°Re level scheme.
4.2 Bands 3 and 4
The (HI, xn) investigators [6, 10] agree that these two bands interconnect through
a 78"6-keV E1 transition; this indicates opposite parities for the two bands with
AK ~< 1. Excepting this agreement, the groups give conflicting interpretation of data
for the two bands. Whereas Kreiner et al characterized bands 3 and 4 (their bands A
and B) as 8 + (pl no) and mixed {9 - (pl n2); 8 - (pl n4) } rotational bands, Venkova et al
considered averaged mixing ratios and deduced gyromagnetic ratios gr, along with
Nilsson orbital systematics to suggest 6-(p0no) and 7 + (pon2) characters for bands 3
(their band 1) and 4 respectively; they sought further confirmation of their assignment
by considering rotational spacings and aligned angular momentum patterns. We
344
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re-examine the data and various factors considered by Venkova et al in light of
T Q P R M predictions to arrive at an acceptable assignment for these bands.
First we consider the signature splitting expected for the above alternative
assignments.

Signature splitting: The favoured signature is given by 0t/= { ( - 1)jp- 1/2 + ( _ 1)j,- 1/2}.
The 5/2 + [402]p orbital belongs to ds/z and 7/2-[514]n has a predominantly h9/2
character in the Nilsson model. Therefore it gives the favoured signature 0t = 1,
favouring odd spins in the K = 6- band. Similarly, 9/2 + [624]n belongs to i13/2 and
therefore • = 1 signature would be favoured in K = 7 + band also.
We however assign these bands as K = 8 +, {9/2- [514]p, 7/2- [514]n} and K = 9-,
{9/2- [514]p, 9/2 + [624]. }, respectively. According to our assignments ~ = 0 signature
would b.e favoured in both the bands and therefore even spins would lie lower in
energy. Experimental data indeed show that even spins are actually favoured in both
the bands. Note that changing K = 6- and 7 + to K = 8 + and 9- will not change
the favoured spin in the experimental data.
gr- factors: The gr factors deduced from the mixing ratios and angular distributions
by Venkova et al and the Nilsson model estimates are summarized in table 2. The
experimental values are 0-92 _+0.13 for a K = 6 assignment and 0.69 + 0.09 for a K = 7
assignment; these may be compared with the Nilsson-model estimates of 0.8 and 0.4
respectively. If we assign the K-values K = 8 and 9 to these two bands, the deduced
gx factors are 0.75 +0"13 and 0"47 +0"09 respectively which are in much better
agreement with the Nilsson-model estimates of 0"8 and 0.5 for these two bands.
Systematics from neiohbouring nuclei: A comparison of the behaviour of K = 8 and
9 bands observed with the same 2qp configuration in 17aTa and lS2Re has been made
with the proposed assignments in iS°Re in figure 2. The behaviour of the bands in
all cases is very similar. This is a very strong indication in support of our assignments.

Table 2. Average gyromagnetic ratios 0~ of bands in IS°Re as deduced by
Venkova et al rl0] from mixing ratios and angular distributions for different K
values; the numbers in parentheses in columns 3 and 6 are extrapolated values.
The entries in columns 4 and 7 are calculated g~ values [10] in the framework of
the Nilsson model for the 2qp configuration specified in columns 2 and 5 in the
notation of our table 1. The first row refers to band 1 of Venkova et al [10] which
is the same as our band 3. Band 5 in our description has the admixed configuration
as listed for the K" = 4 + entry in column 5.

Venkova et al [10]
Band
No.

Ours

K'(pl, nj)

gk (expt)

gk (calc)

K~(pi, n~)

g~ (expt)

gk (talc)

6- (pono)
7+(pin3)
3- (Ponl)

0"92 + 0"13
0.69+0.09
1.03 + 0.10

0"8
0"4
1.4

0"75 + 0"13
(0"47)+0"09
0"86 _+0-09

2-(ponl)

0-08+0.18

1-3

8+ (pt no)
9-(Pin2)
4+(p2no)
(Pl n l )
3+(p2no)

0"8
0"5
0.3
1"4
0-2

(0-25)+0"18
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Figure 2. The behaviour of calculated rotational energy levels (shown by triangles
joined by a solid line) for K = 6, 8 and 9 band assignments in tS°Re are compared
with the actual data (dots joined by solid line) if the data were assigned these
band quantum numbers. The energy difference AE(I--, 1 - 1)/21 vs. the angular
momentum square 12 is plotted. Also shown by dashed lines are the experimental
data for these bands in other odd-odd nuclei if available 1-24]. The experimental
behaviour matches the calculated behaviour if the bands 3 and 4 are assigned the
band quantum numbers K = 8 and 9 respectively.

Also, the compression of experimental energy levels of K = 8 and 9 bands is
satisfactorily reproduced by the Coriolis mixing calculations as shown in figure 3.
Bandhead separation and GM splitting energy: The K S = 6 - bandhead assigned by
Venkova et al is shown to feed a level with I s = 4 - or 5 - through a 134"5-keV ~-ray.
The only origin of the 4 - or 5 - level is the K s = 1 - ground-state band. The observed
separation for this G M pair in 176Lu is 174keV, whereas the I ~ = 4 - level of the
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Figure 3. The rotational-energy levels of the K = 8 and 9 bands are compared
with the calculated energy levels from the two-particle plus rotor model. The
observed compression of the level energies is correctly reproduced.

K" = 1 - band is expected at t> 225 keV. If we accept this assignment, it would imply
an unacceptably large splitting (>/360 keV) of the (6- - 1 - ) GM pair. It is therefore
clear that the K" = 6- assignment is not correct.
Similarly, band 4, assigned as the K" = 7 ÷ band, lies barely 78"6 keV above the 6bandhead, whereas the expected separation is >i 250keV. Both the K " = 8 + and 9bands are expected to lie much lower and close together and satisfy all the criteria.
Alignment: The arguments in support of their assignments by Venkova et al based
on alignments are not conclusive and do not exclude the configuration assignments
made by us. The proton configuration used by Venkova et al is 5/2 + [402]0 whereas
we replace this by 9/2- [514]p, keeping the neutron configurations the same. We find
that the alignment plots of 5/2+[402]p and 9/2-[514]p are very similar in their
general behaviour as well as the total gain in alignment.
All the criteria/arguments therefore support the K ~ = 8 + (Px no) and K ~ = 9-(Pl n2)
assignments made by us.
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4.3 Bands 5 and 6
Kreiner et al [6] identified only band 5 (labelled D by them) and assigned it a n i13/2
mixed {7+(pon2); 6÷(P0n4)} configuration; however they deduced a value K = 3"59
from the observed rotational spacings and also their calculations yielded Kcalc = 3.89
for this band.
On the other hand, Venkova et al [10] observed both of these bands and observed
interband transitions for a few rotational levels connecting these two bands. The
observed features indicated the same parity and AK = 1 for these two bands with
the higher-K band lying lower in energy, and also pointed to the possibility that the
two bands may constitute a GM doublet with either the proton or the neutron
occupying an f~ = 1/2 orbital. Following these pointers and guided by the deduced
mixing ratios ~ and gyromagnetic ratios gk, they proposed the lowest expected f~ = 1/2
containing 2qp configuration (Pon i ): {5/2 ÷ [402]p + 1/2- [521 In } for these bands.
However, as also discussed by them, this proposal has three serious shortcomings as
discussed below.
First, by placing the K s = 3- singlet band of the GM doublet lower in energy than
its K s = 2- triplet counterpart, the suggested assignment violates the GM rule. While
critically examining the criteria for the applicability of the GM rule, Sood [22] had
established the 'strong' rule that no violation of the GM rule is possible for cases
wherein Kr = K< = If~p- f~nl, as is the case for this proposal. In view of this strong
rule, the above suggested assignment is physically unacceptable. Secondly, their plots
of'alignment as a function of rotational frequency for the constituent orbitals for the
neighbouring odd-A bands and for the bands 5 and 6 in iS°Re clearly reveal that
the observed alignment variations of both these bands are inconsistent with their
having a 5/2 [402] proton orbital constituent. This is clearly reflected in the alignment
plots (figure 4) of the orbitals under discussion from the neighbouring odd-A nuclei
and also the bands 5 and 6 in iS°Re. We find that the 5/2 [402] proton orbital exhibits
a sharp rise at hto ~ 0.27 MeV, which is completely absent in bands 5 and 6. Thirdly
the structure of the two bands is seen to differ markedly above the 5th rotational
levels. Whereas the mixed dipole-quadrupole transitions are stronger than the
stretched E2 transitions in band 5, band 6 separates into two stretched E2 sequences
of different signatures with the AI = 1 transitions having intensities too low to be
observable. Also the alignment curves of bands 5 and 6 are seen to differ somewhat
from each other. These features are inconsistent with their characterization as GM
partners having the same configuration.
In view of these serious shortcomings of the proposed assignments for bands 5
and 6, we scanned the available configuration space, as shown in table 1, to look for
bands of the same parity with AK = 1 wherein the higher K is the triplet band. It is
seen that the K~= 4 + (triplet) and K~= 3 ÷ (singlet) bands of the (P2 no): {1/21541]p,
7/21514]~} configuration meet these requirements. This choice does not violate the
GM rule, nor does it contain the unacceptable (from alignment considerations)
5/2[402] proton orbital. The differing structure patterns for higher spins (above the
levels connected by interband transitions) may result from mixing of another
configuration in one of the bands. It is seen from table 1, and figure 1, that another
4+(plnl):{9/21514]p, 1/21521],} triplet band is expected not too far above the
4+ (P2Po); these two configurations may mix through AK = 0 coupling [231 leading
to structural differences for band 5 and band 6. Recalling that signature-dependent
effects related to large decoupling parameters split the concerned bands into two
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Figure 4. Plots of experimental aligned angular momenta i for the bands 5 and
6 in t 8OReand bands in neighbouring odd-A nuclei having configurations invoked
to make configuration assignments for bands 5 and 6 as a function of the rotational
frequency hw (adapted from ref. 10).
AI = 2 sequences, we can relate the occurrence of such signature-split AI = 2 sequences
in band 6 to its 1/21541]p component which has decoupling parameter a ~ 6.0. On
the other hand, admixture of the 4 ÷ (Pl n l) configuration with 1/2 i521], component
and decoupling parameter a ~ 1"0 in band 5 results in the appearance of mixed dipolequadrupole transitions in this band. Further support for these admixtures in band 5
comes from consideration of the gyromagnetic ratios #k as listed in our table 2, we
find that band 5 if assigned K = 4 has an experimental value in agreement with the
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calculated Nilsson model value provided the K~= 4÷(p2no) band has a significant
4÷(p~nt) component. It is also seen from table 2 that the assignment 2-(pon~) of
Venkova et al [10] for band 6 is clearly unacceptable on this point; our choice of a
3 ÷ (P2 no) configuration for this band yields satisfactory agreement. Further, as noted
by Kreiner et al [6], the observed rotational level energies in band 5 yield K ~ 4
supporting our assignment.
Thus a consideration of all of these experimental and theoretical features, e.g.
rotational level spacings, their alignments, signature splitting, gk factors, singlet-triplet
ordering etc., supports the admixed 4 + [(P2 no); (Pt n 1)] and 3 + (P2 no) assignments for
bands 5 and 6 respectively. This assignment has no physically unacceptable or
experimentally inconsistent features as noticed for the earlier proposed 3- (ponl) and
2-(pon~) assignment for these bands.
5. Summary and conclusions

The experimental data on the energy levels of the odd-odd deformed nucleus iS°Re
obtained from lS°Os e-decay and from 17°Er(14N,4ny), 176yb(l°B,6ny) and
la~Ta(~, 5n~;) reaction studies have been examined to deduce the spin-parities (band
quantum numbers K ~) and 2qp (tip, tn) configuration assignments for the three pairs
of bands with K < 10. The earlier suggested, tentative and conflicting, assignments
have been critically examined with a view to arrive at acceptable assignments free
from the inconsistencies and physically undesirable characteristics of earlier proposals.
2qp bandhead-energy calculations for a zero range residual interaction including band
mixing have been used for mapping the extended configuration space. Strong rules
for the applicability of the GM rule for triplet-singlet ordering, and for configurational
relationships in allowed unhindered beta decays, are used as guidelines.
Our analysis confirms the earlier suggested I~K and configuration assignments for
the four lowest levels observed in ~a°Os decay. For the pair of high-spin oppositeparity bands, where the higher lying 73 + 3 ns bandhead is connected by a 78.6-keV
E1 transition to the lower lying bandhead, we assign the configuration 9- {9/21514]p +
9/2 [624], } and 8 + {9/2 [514]p + 7/2 [514], }. These assignments are the same as given
by Kreiner et al [6] who had also suggested additional i13/2 mixing in the K ~ = 9band. For the pair of same-parity interconnected (through inter-band transitions)
bands numbered 5 and 6 by us and also by Venkova et al [10], we assign the admixed
configuration 4 ÷ {1/21541]p + 7/21514],} and 4 ÷ {9/21514]p - 1/21521],} for band
5 and 3 ÷ {1/21541]p-7/21514],} for band 6. These assignments are shown to be
consistent with all the features deduced for these bands in heavy-ion reaction studies
and are free from the unphysical or undesira.ble characteristics noticed for the earlier
tentative suggestions. In common with the earlier investigations of this level scheme,
we also do not find it possible to interconnect these three pairs of bands or to connect
the observed excitations with the ground state on the basis of available experimental
data.
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